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1. Title of the practice- 
With the collaboration of Marathi Vishvakosh Nirmiti Mandal and Arts and Commerce College, Satara organized by "State Level Story- Telling anda Elocution Competition." 

2. Objectives of the Practice 
1. To motivate personality development of students. 2. To create stage daring the students. 
3. To develop reading culture among the students.4. To motivate the students to pursue objectives of Marathi VishvakoshNirmiti Mandal regarding to cultivate Marathi language, literature and reading in the society. 
5. To inculcate intellectual power and ability of understanding among thestudents. 

3. The Context 

Marathi is an ancientlanguage so to Marathi Vishvakosh Madal has been established to cultivate and develop Marathi 
language and to open new window for development of the 
language. In that, cultivation of knowledge spreading of knowledge these two things are included in it. 

The main objective of Vishvkosh Mandal is to provide information of anthropology and science and technology these two 
knowledge branches to Marathi readers. 

4. The Practice 

The memorandum of understanding (MOU) was signed between 
Arts and Commerce College, Satara and Marathi Vishvakosh 
Nirmiti Mandal Govt. of Maharashtra. The headquarters Wai, Dist- 
Satara. The main perpose of MOU is to develop Marathi language 
and Marathi. State Level Story Tellig and Marathi Competition was 



tion ea by the MOU activity. The invitation of the compe 

were given to various colleges, educational institution through the 
SOClal media, newspaper and leaflets etc, In the competitions First, 

Second and Third rankers were awarded by giving tro|hies, casn 

and certificates. 

There were students were participated for the competition 
of storytelling and students participated for elocution 

competiotion. 

5. Evidence 

By the organization of competition language, literature, 
criticism culture and lastly student's development seen notable 
speaking is primary mode of literature so this competition was 

very useful for students. 
6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required 
7. Notes (Optional) 
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